Host Tim says:
The U.S.S. Dublin has picked up Ambassador Nuyev at Erya II and is escorting him back to Earth. The Ambassador has been in negotiations with the Kantrell who seek UFP membership. Their complex language has yet to be acceptable to a universal translator.

Host Tim says:
The Ambassador is the leading Federation linguist and is working on making the Kantrell language available to the UT.

Host Tim says:
The Dublin is about to enter the Sol system.

Host Tim says:
<<<Begin Mission: "Making New Friends">>>

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
:: in his office, near Main Engineering reading  a technical magazine and looking forward to be back on the green old Earth::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::sitting in his office finishing his morning coffee and paperwork::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::has just seen the last crewmember out of her office and starts to jog down the hallway to the turbolift::  *CO*:  Captain... ::enjoys saying the new title and smiles as the lift doors open::  ...I'll be on the bridge shortly unless you would like me to check on the Ambassador?

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
:: pats Thor on the head and gives him a cube of cheese::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
Thor: Well you ready? ::receives a quizzical look from Thor::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::sees a light blinking in the control console and opens a menu to investigate the cause of the malfunction::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::walks out of his office and begins to head towards the bridge, Thor trots along beside his master::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::in his ready room, and hits the comm key on his desk:: *CNS*: I haven't heard the ambassador make hardly any demands at all. He's been quiet. Could you check up on him, Rhianna? Face to face, diplomat to diplomat?

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
Thor: Head back to home.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: In his office... just finished decrypting the toilet command subroutines :: Self: If I ever find out who encrypted the crappers I'll have 'em jettisoned.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
*CO*:  Yes, I would like to.  Heading there now.  Turbolift:  Halt.  Computer:  Computer, where is Ambassador Nuyev?


Host Tim says:
<FCO>*CO*: We're at the outer marker sir. Dropping to impulse.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::watches as Thor heads back home enters the turbolift:: TL: Bridge

Host Tim says:
<Computer>CNS: Ambassador Nuyev is in his quarters.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::steps out of the turbolift and makes his way to the Big Chair::

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
::Wakes up late in his quarters and rushes to get dressed::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::sees a little malfunction in the air purifiers of deck 9 and sends a team to fix it:::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::Takes his seat and begins reviewing the latest duty reports::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: DUBLIN DROPS FROM WARP AS IT ENTERS THE SOL SYSTEM

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
:: orders the turbolift to the floor of the VIP and gets off when it stops, walks to the Ambassador's door and rings the chimes::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
*CO*: Skipper we have just entered the Sol system.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
*FCO*: Very good. Put us on track with Earth, and contact Starfleet for clearance to assume orbit.

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
::Rushes out of his quarters and finds the nearest turbolift:: Computer: Bridge!!

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Hears the faint humming of the ship change pitch.:: Self: Must be coming up on Earth. :: Stands and heads toward the bridge.::

Host Tim says:
<FCO>*CO*: Aye sir. ::sends message to Earth for orbiting instructions.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::looks around the bridge, smiling ::

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
::As the doors open to the bridge, he runs up to the CTO:: CTO: Sorry I am late for shift Sir. Lieutenant Jg. Odain Reporting for duty.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
*CO*: Skipper SRS are showing an unusual thermal energy bloom form Earths core

Host Tim says:
<FCO>CTO: Sir... We're just passing Jupiter.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
TO: No problem Lieutenant, take main tactical.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::smiles at the young TO::

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Enters the bridge and moves to his station as the turbolift doors hiss behind him ::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
FCO: Very good.

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
CTO: Aye Sir. ::Goes over to the tactical station::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::reads over a PADD in the ready room, having never touched his cup of tuber root tea, shocked about the news regarding a recent pirate attack on an Andorian freighter owned by his clan:: *CTO*: I'm not in the mood for that kind of joke, lieutenant. I know we're all still fatigued from our time near the Morngu world...

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::see that the automatic safeguards are working and the ship is at impulse speed::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
OPS: We’re picking up some strange thermal readings from Earths core could you monitor it please and contact SF command an inform the of our arrival time.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS THE DUBLIN STARTS TO RECEIVE COMM FROM EARTH IT EXPLODES CREATING A LEVEL 4 SHOCKWAVE.

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
::Wonders in his mind why the CTO did not tear his antennae from his head for being late for his shift::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
*CO*: Skipper I wish it was a joke, I’m transferring the readings to your console.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
CTO: Yes sir.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::swears:: ALL: Red alert, shields damn it, Captain to the Bridge!

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Jaw drops :: ALL: What the!!!! What happened?!

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
ALL: Brace for impact.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Listens to the comm channels, listening for any word from any one::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
FCO: Turn her into the wave.


CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::notices he alarm goings and activates all power generators:: ALL Engineers:: Hold to something!

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
::Braces for impact::

Host Tim says:
   ACTION: SHIELDS ENGAGE 

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::braces himself::

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
CTO: Comm is down... disabled.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
Self: Damn.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
OPS: See if you can get it back.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::sets the PADD down, and looks at another file on his desk, regarding lieutenant Odain, the newest addition to the Dublin crew, then looks up:: *CTO*: I'm coming to the bridge. ::stands and exits the RR:: CTO: This had better be worth-- ::turns and looks at the view screen, in denial at what he's seeing:: What the.... TO: Shields to maximum!

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
*CEO*: Chief we’ve lost comm; what can you do.

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
CO: Shields at max, Sir.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
CTO/CO: I have incoming audio only.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
*CTO*: I will run a diagnostic, it may not be us? What happened?

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
OPS: Patch it through.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::is jostled and leans against the wall hard::  *CO*:  What just happened?  ::'touches' the Ambassador's emotions to make sure he is all right::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
*CEO*: Earth just exploded Chief.

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
::Begins to look at the incoming sensor data that is being streamed to his station.::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
*CTO*: Whaat? Did you hide the Guinness somewhere Lieutenant? That is not funny.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
Self: Oh my gah... CO: Sir, ship to ship transmissions say that we fired "the doomsday weapon" at Earth.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
*CEO*: I am not joking Chief, I do not have a sense of humour that I am aware of... Wolf out.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::turns and throws a harsh glare at the CTO, then looks up:: *CNS*: Keep the ambassador calm, counselor. When he's settled, I need you up here. CTO: Yes, you had better be certain that was Neptune or Pluto instead. ::turns back to the view screen:: ALL: I need reports, people!

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::starts running a diagnostic to identify what's wrong with the communication system::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CO: It was definitely Earth skipper.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
All: How can they think WE fired that thing?!

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
OPS: The...what?! Doomsday weapon? Clarify.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: NONE OF THE SURVIVING SHIPS CAN CLOSE ON THE DUBLIN AS THEY ARE DAMAGED OR CAN'T GENERATE A WARP FIELD.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
TO: Run both SRS and LRS.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::remembers now that the ambassador wanted privacy but decides to check on him::  *Ambassador Nuyev*:  Pardon the intrusion but I wanted to make sure you were fine.  You felt the jostling.  I will head back to the bridge unless you call me back.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CTO/TO: Do more than that, gentlemen. Check our armory inventory, and check it again. Did we fire any kind of ordinance just now?

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
*CO*: Sir we received a serious backlash from the shockwave, several components are broken all over the ship, it will take me at least one hour to have it back online. ::tries not to think about all the family and friends he has on earth::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CO: Negative skipper we did not fire anything.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
CO: It seems that all ships in the vicinity are disabled.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::heads back to the turbolift and directs it to the bridge::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
*CEO*: Yes, I felt the jolt. Do what you can, Mister Delgado.

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
CO: Negative Sir.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
*CO*: Can you feed us sensors scans sir. Many of my people, me included come from that planet that just blew up.

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
CO: Sensors show large asteroids where earth used to be. Sir, some of them a large enough that sensors are picking up structures on the surface of the asteroids.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
CO: The only reference I have now to Doomsday is the Doomsday Machine incident of Star date 4202, the one handled by the Constellation and the Enterprise, sir.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
OPS: Ignore friendly assets, Quinn. Get on the scanners, and see if you can detect any other kind of anomalous readings in the vicinity. A cloak...a temporal distortion...anything unusual.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CO: It’s gone skipper.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
CO: Aye sir.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::begins running an inventory of all weapons::

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Sets about looking for anything... anomalous::.

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
::Begins going over the inventory of weapons::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::sends the data collected just before the blast to the science department to review::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
*CEO*: Will do. Quinn will route sensor data to your pool table console in ME. ::nods to Quinn to get on that too::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::Engineers:: Guys it is vital we shake our emotions off for now, let's fix this communication system and let's try to find what happened?

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CO: Computer accounts for all weapons skipper and I’ve sent the data we collected just before the event to the Science department to review, in case we’ve missed something.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::strides out onto the bridge, very concerned from all the upset emotional levels and looks around as she walks up to Kizlev but stops and looks around as if she is seeing something farther away and tries to 'orient' better::  CO:  Sir...I do not know what it means, but it seems odd.  Somewhere, not too far...  ::walks back over to the turbolift::

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
Self: Bah... all I have is static now.
*CEO*: Can you boost the comm signal gain for me, I got static in my ear an' it hurts.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
*CO*: Aye. Thanks, Delgado out.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
TO: Look for anything that might indicate a cloaked weapon.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Hears the CO and begins establishing a direct sensor feed to ME ::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
*OPS*: The Comm system is broken in many pieces, I have crew trying to arrange a temporary one, but it will take a while. I suggest you route the comm from one of the shuttles for now.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::thinks about Quinn's reference to that old infernal machine that Kirk's Enterprise barely defeated so long ago:: CTO: Have that and all other relevant data sent out to all remaining ships in the system. I do not want us to be shot the moment their warp cores come back online.

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
CTO: Aye Sir. ::Begins running a sensor sweep of the region, looking for anything cloaked::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::nods to the CO:: OPS: Send that information out on the Fleetnet.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
*CEO*: Terrific... Thanks for the advice.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::looks curiously at Rhianna, his antennae pointing towards her:: CNS: What is it?

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CO:  I am sensing someone being congratulated.  As if they are happy about... ::looks back at Kizlev::  ...something.  It is out of place for what is going on with others.  ::finally sees the view screen and catches her breath::

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Remotely powers up the Gryphon and establishes a data link to pull comm signal from its arrays.::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::looks over at the CNS::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::starts replicating the parts to jury rig a short range subspace comm system:: Self: It has limited range, but it should do by now.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::hears the reports:: CTO: Well...send out the data once engineering gets comm back in order. In the meantime, I need you to step up, Mr. Wolf. And assume the temporary responsibility as my first officer. If what is happening here is real, the Federation may not be the same ever again.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CO: Aye skipper I’ll do my best to not let you down.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::looks up at the main viewer::


CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
Self:  The Earth...  ::walks over to science and checks the records, letting out another startled gasp at the communication logs, looks back at the view screen and does a double take:: CO:  Sir, do you see that?

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
CO: I got a transmission... encrypted messages. I can’t pinpoint them though.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CTO: Thank you. It may not last for long. I may be facing a court martial soon... ::looks at Rhianna again, hoping she knows more:: CNS: Rhianna...how do you know... ::looks around:: see what? ::follows her gaze at the screen::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CO/CNS: It appeared to be some kind of spatial disturbance.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
CO: I 'm running them through the decryption matrix now. :: Pushes a few buttons on his console::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::feels disoriented and tries to concentrate, to 'orient her 'attention' on those odd feelings again::

Host Tim says:
   <Computer>OPS:  Working.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
TO: Enhance that spatial grid. :: points it out to the TO::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::looks at Wolf and nods::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CTO: Don't power the weapons just yet, but maintain shields. CNS: You think...Romulans?

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::now that the situation has been assessed and the damage control parties are on their way leaves ME to Fixum and heads to the bridge::

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
::enhances the spatial grid:: CTO: Grid enhanced sir.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::nods at the TO and stares at the enhanced grid::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::looks at Quinn, wondering if he just intercepted something very useful::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
*OPS*: Did you manage to use the Gryphon comm system?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS THE COMPUTER TELLS THE OPS THAT THE LANGUAGE IS UNINTELLIGIBLE THE AMBASSADOR ENTERS THE BRIDGE

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
*CEO*: I am routing.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
*OPS*: Nice. I am headed to the bridge.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
::Turns in time to see the Ambassador conveniently walk in as my computer tells me it's stumped::

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
::Steps onto the bridge and cocks head as he hears the language being repeated by the computer::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::turns to look at the ambassador and 'focuses' on him::  Nuyev:  Ambassador.  We are having a few problems.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::turns to see Nuyev, surprised at the unannounced visit:: Nuyev: Ambassador, what brings you to the bridge?

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
CO: Why is the computer speaking in Kantrell?

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
Nuyev:  The Kantrell?  :: has listened to the language and thinks she recognizes it::

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
::Holds up a hand to shush the Captain as he listens::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::hears the language from Quinn's console, then looks at the diplomat, narrowing his eyes at him::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::looks up from the console where he is checking readings and focuses in on the Ambassador::

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
CO: One says "We've been ordered to return to the Order."

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
::looks up from his console and looks curiously at the Ambassador::

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
CO: A reply was "Understood. Vedak will be pleased."

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::arrives on the bridge and silently takes his place at engineering, monitoring the ship's status::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::stays quiet so the Ambassador can listen, but feels decidedly uneasy with what the ambassador has translated::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::walks up to the ambassador, listening closely to his translation:: Nuyev: Do you recognize the name? Or what the Order is?

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
CO: I think I have enough work done for the Universal Translator to start recognizing Kantrell and no, I have no idea who or what the Order is.


CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
Self: How many losses this time? 5, six billions, darn I hope this is just a very bad dream. Or one of those Q jokes.

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
CO: Vadek was the Kantrell representative I met with on Erya II.  How they got here before us I don't understand. They only have warp 3 capability.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CO: Nothing in the diplomatic or intelligence reports showed the Kantrell had any weapons this sophisticated.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: In the silence of the bridge reality sets in... the central seat of everything he serves is destroyed.... he slumps in his seat for a few minutes::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CO:  That translation is very strange given I just sensed someone's pleasure in being congratulated just minutes ago.  And right after earth was destroyed.

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
::Looks toward the CTO and nods in agreement.::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
Nuyev: Have your people ever had ties to outside governments besides the Federation?

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
CTO: If the Kantrell are behind this maybe the hired a third party to carry this out? I am just thinking out loud.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CO/Ambassador: Everything showed them to be peaceful environmentalists. Somebody has dropped the ball big time.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::shakes her head::  TO/CTO/CO:  What I sensed was from someone very close by.  On this ship.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
TO: Run a full security scan of the ship and deploy Security teams to search every part of this ship.

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
::Looks surprised at the CNS statement::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CNS: A spy perhaps? But your description made that seem unlikely. As if it was a casual event...

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Hears the CNS and immediately begins to rifle through recent transmission logs.::

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
All: A LCARS search show the Kantrell had requested help from the Federation when their home world suffered a climatic collapse approximately a year ago.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
TO: If there is some one on this ship who has knowledge of this i want them in my brig


CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::leaves his station and walks slowly to OPS:: OPS: Mr. Quinn, is any ship in the area sending a distress call? Maybe we are able to help.

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
ALL: I will recall this data for your edification later.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Looks up from his panel to the CEO ::
CEO: I'll have a listen.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CO:  I cannot tell you that.  But it did seem out of place with the rest of the anxiety.  ::tries to feel out the same sort of mind to see if it is still near::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::looks at the CNS::

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
CTO: Aye Sir, I will do everything within my power to find the traitor.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Listens for distress calls ::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::rhetorically:: Nuyev: Why does that sound so familiar? CTO: What does this all sound like to you? The Kantrell having access to technology that is not of their own making...a planned incursion of some kind?

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
CO: Perhaps a return to Kantrell space might enlighten us?

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CO: May I suggest we report to what is Fleet command now and ask for orders?

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
Self: Led straight to the lion’s den.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CO/Ambassador: This could be a temporal incursion.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
Nuyev:  Can you not send a communication to the Kantrell asking them about what just happened?

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
Nuyev: Not possible. We just lost, Earth, Ambassador. This ship may even be responsible. I'm afraid if you go back to your home, it will not be on this ship.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
CEO: It's a mess out there... I have so many escape pods I can't track them all.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Checks to see if any pods are in range of transporters or tractor beam::

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
CTO: What about that spatial disturbance sir?

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::whispers:: OPS: I would suggest to the Captain to contact Utopia Planitia, it is the nearest Starfleet base outside Earth, they may want to coordinate the rescue.

Host Ambassador_Nuyev says:
::Turns to face the CNS:: CNS: Of course my dear... ::looks at CO for approval::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
TO: Hmmm, it very well could have been a cloaked ship or even a weapon.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CEO/OPS: Contact the nearest Starfleet facility. Tell them we are standing down, and will report to the nearest base under escort if we must. In the meantime, let's start gathering any survivors we can find.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::tries to smile despite the grim situation:: OPS: Told ya!

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
CO: You want me to put that message in a bottle and throw it towards Mars? No outgoing comm sir.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::nods to Nuyev, but feels uneasy that he is the only one who can translate what the Kantrell have communicated::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::looks at OPS::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
::sighs, remembering the technical problems:: CEO/OPS: Right...then do it via the shuttles. Just do it now!

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CO: I’ll inform sickbay to prepare for casualties.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::checks on his console:: OPS: You should have comm by now plus yu can use the shuttle to transmit.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Tries an outgoing comm through the shuttle link ::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CTO: Thank you, Lieutenant.

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
CEO/CO: Hey look at that! It works... sending transmission now.

TO_LtJg_Odain says:
CO: Sir, how bout sending a probe to the site of the spatial disturbance?

OPS_LtJg_Quinn says:
:: Hails Mars Facility to report stand down status and await orders. ::

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
CNS: MacLeod never had this much trouble during his command here...

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CO: We already worked on that skipper. But I would honestly suggest we try to figure the chain of command. Starfleet HQ was just blown out after all.

Host CO_Cmdr_Kizlev says:
TO: Go ahead. It's worth trying, Lieutenant.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::raising an eyebrow:: CO:  I would not say that.  There was the time with the Cormanii.  I remember my mother talking about that.

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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